
This report looks at the following areas:

•• Sales and market share of selected natural brands vs the broader market.
•• The impact on COVID-19 on the natural household consumer.
•• Key innovations and competitive strategies.
•• Consumer usage of natural and mainstream brands by category.
•• Sales channels for natural vs. mainstream products.
•• Cleaning goals.
•• Attitudes toward natural household products.

Leading up to the pandemic, natural homecare brands dramatically outgrew
the market. While home hygiene, wellness and sustainability all became more
important during the pandemic, sales of natural brands declined sharply over
the past year as historic inflation made consumers think twice before paying
the premium that still distinguishes the natural segment. Despite this, there is
cause for optimism. Even though value sales of natural products have declined,
the percentage of consumers who use any natural homecare products actually
grew. This suggests that increasing exposure will set the stage for natural sales
growth once inflation abates. Eco-niche challenger brands will see a growing
threat from the greening of mainstream brands. From an ingredient
perspective, these two formally disparate sectors are becoming more similar.
That means many eco-niche brands without a unique value proposition will
struggle. Still, natural brands that can deliver higher order efficacy and
convenience – not in spite of their natural status, but because of it – will find
enthusiastic new consumers.
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“As the pandemic began to
transition to an endemic and
the need to immediately kill
germs in the home declined,
many predicted a broader
adoption of natural/eco-
friendly cleaners. But due to
historic inflation, consumers
prioritized their wallets over
their eco values and revenue
for the country’s largest
natural brands declined.”
– Jamie Rosenberg, Associate
Director, Global Household
and Personal Care
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segment, 2022
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• Confidence and unemployment belie their traditional
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• The CPI sheds further light on low confidence
Figure 6: Consumer Price Index change from previous period,
2007-22
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• Disposable income and consumer savings see a marked
decline
Figure 7: Disposable Personal Income change from previous
period, 2007-22

• Eco-brands start to lose their growth advantage
Figure 8: Multi-outlet sales of select brands of natural surface
cleaners, rolling 52 weeks 2021 and 2022
Figure 9: Purchases of household surface cleaners, by natural
and mainstream positioning, 2022
Figure 10: Consumers using more natural homecare products,
by income, 2022

• Natural dish care sales see the biggest decline relative to
the market
Figure 11: Multi-outlet sales of select brands of natural dish
care products, rolling 52 weeks 2021 and 2022

• Natural still drives growth in fabric care
Figure 12: Multi-outlet sales of select brands of natural fabric
care, rolling 52 weeks 2021 and 2022

• P&G trials bamboo toilet paper
• A new generation of sustainable wipes

Figure 13: Compostable cleaning wipes
• Innovate wellness-inspired homecare

Figure 14: Therapy Clean’s new lineup
Figure 15: Mrs. Meyer's Clean Day Rain Water Laundry
Detergent

• P&G see success with a new eco brand
Figure 16: P&G’s 9 Elements portfolio

• Big brands bank on cartridge refills
Figure 17: Lysol Smart Citrus Breeze Scented Multi-Purpose
Cleaner and Clorox Glass Cleaning System
Figure 18: Interest in refillable surface cleaning bottles, by
age and gender, 2021

• Store brands tap into the need for affordable eco-friendly
products
Figure 19: Selected store brand surface cleaners with plant-
based formulas
Figure 20: Homecare launches with the USDA Certified
Biobased Product label and brands making resource/habitat
preservation claims, name brands vs store brands, 2013-22

KEY PLAYERS – SALES OF SELECT NATURAL BRANDS

COMPETITIVE STRATEGIES AND MARKET OPPORTUNITIES
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• Affordable, eco-positioned name brands also reduce the
“green premium”
Figure 21: Public Goods Concentrated Mandarin Basil Dish
Soap + Refill bundle and Brandless Granite and Stone
Cleaner refills
Figure 22: Consumers who use natural surface cleaners, by
age and income, 2022

• Ingredients Matter shows how challenger brands
can…challenge harder
Figure 23: Dioxane levels in industry leading laundry
detergents as well as Ingredients Matter
Figure 24: Ingredients Matter Lemongrass Laundry Soap
Powder

• Microbial cleaning continues to advance
Figure 25: US Launches of probiotic surface cleaners,
2016-22
Figure 26: Biobum postbiotic surface cleaner
Figure 27: Homebiotic Surface Cleaner tablets, and Mrs.
Meyers Probiotic Multi-Surface Cleaner

• Natural products gain penetration
• Fewer consumers are increasing their natural product usage
• At the end of the day, sustainability matters most
• Affordability matters more than ever
• More than anything, consumers seek ingredients that do no

harm
• Efficiency and safety are the most important cleaning goals
• Expect water conservation to become front and center

• Natural products gain penetration
Figure 28: Mintel’s natural household consumer segments,
2022
Figure 29: Any natural purchase by homecare segment, 2019,
2020, 2021 and 2022

• Fewer consumers are strictly mainstream shoppers
Figure 30: Natural/mainstream product mix, by year, 2019-22

• Parents continue to show the greatest enthusiasm for
natural
Figure 31: Use of natural surface cleaners, by parental status,
2022

THE NATURAL HOUSEHOLD CONSUMER – FAST FACTS

PRODUCT USAGE
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• Fewer consumers are increasing their natural product usage
Figure 32: Change in use, among existing natural product
users, 2022

• Exploratory Natural Consumers are most likely to cite
reduced usage
Figure 33: Change in use, among existing natural product
users, by natural product cluster, 2022

• At the end of the day, sustainability matters most
Figure 34: Reasons for using more natural household products
this year vs last year

• Eco brands must focus on affordability
Figure 35: Consumers who say affordability is driving them to
use more natural homecare products, by income, 2022

• Natural product shoppers over index in natural grocer and
ecommerce use
Figure 36: Retailers shopped, natural vs mainstream products,
2022

• Consumers aged 35- 44 are heavy online shoppers
Figure 37: Use of ecommerce for homecare product
shopping, natural vs. mainstream products, 2022
Figure 38: Use of ecommerce for natural homecare
purchases, by natural consumer segment, 2022

• More than anything, consumers seek ingredients that do no
harm
Figure 39: Prioritized ingredient claims, 2022

• Heavy natural users are more…ideological
Figure 40: Prioritized ingredient claims, by natural product
consumer segment, 2022

• Efficiency and safety are the most important cleaning goals
Figure 41: Household cleaning goals, 2022

• Expect water conservation to become front and center
Figure 42: Consumers who prioritize limiting water usage in
homecare, by region, 2022

• Eco brands drive down supply chain costs, but it might take
big brands to pull it off

CHANGE IN USAGE OF NATURAL PRODUCTS

REASONS FOR USING NATURAL PRODUCTS MORE OFTEN

RETAILERS SHOPPED

PRIORITIZED INGREDIENT CLAIMS

CLEANING GOALS
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Figure 43: Consumers who prioritize saving money, by income,
2022

• Natural consumer segments have different reasons for
buying natural
Figure 44: Household cleaning goals, by natural consumer
segment, 2022

• As mainstream brands get greener, eco brands must
reclaim the sustainability high road
Figure 45: Attitudes toward natural household products, 2022

• Heavy natural product users are most likely to acknowledge
mainstream sustainability improvements

• The green premium is unsustainable
Figure 46: Attitudes toward natural household products, by
natural consumer segment, 2022

• Data sources
• Sales data
• Consumer survey data
• Abbreviations and terms
• Abbreviations
• Terms

ATTITUDES TOWARD NATURAL HOUSEHOLD PRODUCTS

APPENDIX – DATA SOURCES AND ABBREVIATIONS
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About Mintel
Mintel is the expert in what consumers want
and why. As the world’s leading market
intelligence agency, our analysis of
consumers, markets, product innovation and
competitive landscapes provides a unique
perspective on global and local economies.
Since 1972, our predictive analytics and
expert recommendations have enabled our
clients to make better business decisions faster

Our purpose is to help businesses and people
grow. To find out how we do that, visit
mintel.com.
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